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i. Abstract 

In the oil and gas industry more applications are using nitrogen, nitrogen have normally been 

produce onshore and transported to an offshore installation, in bottle racks or liquefied in 

vessels. 

Since the demand after nitrogen has increased during the last decade, some installation is 

producing local nitrogen onboard. But this is stationary big units that have problems to serve 

the rest of the demands on the installation. 

Normal nitrogen generator that are in use now, are having separated systems, air compressor, 

nitrogen generator and sometimes high pressure compressors.  

This thesis is taking the nitrogen onboard production to the next level, designing a small 

compact unit for operations in hazardous areas including Atex Zone 1. 

Overall objective has been to develop an easy to use "plug & play" unit, utilizing only 

electrical power supply to produce nitrogen from the surrounding atmosphere and to deliver 

nitrogen at high pressure. This means that an air primary air compressor, nitrogen membrane 

and high pressure compressor have been integrated to one compact portable unit.  

In order to develop a nitrogen generator that are producing nitrogen and are portable, compact 

components and efficiency solutions has to be integrated together. 

In this master thesis a concept has been developed for a solution for nitrogen generation up to 

300 bar discharge pressure. That is compact, designed with lifting arrangement and can be 

manual handled around on the installation.   

Prototype will be constructed and manufactured in September/October 2013. 
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iii. Notations and abbreviations 

 

CMS   Carbon Molecular Sieve  

PSA    Pressure Swing Adsorption  

CO2   Carbon oxide 

Ar   Argon 

HP   High Pressure 

LP   Low Pressure 

CCF   Compressor Correction Factor 

ANR    Air Nitrogen Ratio 
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1. Introduction  
 

1.1.  Background  
Nitrogen is used in various operations in the oil & gas installations worldwide. There are two 

main sources for nitrogen on an installation. 

 

 Onboard/onsite nitrogen generator that produce a specific volume.  

 Nitrogen that is transported to offshore installation, as cooled liquefied nitrogen or 

high pressure nitrogen in bottle rack. 

 

Nitrogen is used in many various operations in the oil and gas industry. From Daily 

operations as drilling and oil production, to well completions and well intervention jobs, 

pressure testing, flushing, pipe-drying and maintenance operations.   

 

Since the Nitrogen can now be produced offshore, it’s more common to use nitrogen for more 

applications on the offshore installations. 

Before nitrogen generators were common, nitrogen had to be shipped with supply boats to the 

installation, causing high logistics impact and expensive to use.  

Figure 1.1 shows the typical transport cartridge for transporting liquefied and high pressure 

bottle racks with nitrogen. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1- Liquefied nitrogen to left and high pressure bottle rack to the right.[1] 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.google.no/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=liquid+nitrogen+tank+portable&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=bjSXb7RKqIHkkM&tbnid=s_nJSE9n6znf7M:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.ohsuk.com/products_more.php?id=25&ei=lRZhUbLSDqGr4ATW24HABA&bvm=bv.44770516,d.bGE&psig=AFQjCNFidbwxDnhuefwEtmLU2Uer5B1UqQ&ust=1365403641995752
http://www.google.no/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=nitrogen+bottle+rack&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=8IhU4P1E3J2EsM&tbnid=p6D_cx7B6q2tvM:&ved=&url=http://www.modexenergy.com/?page_id=60&ei=RhRhUZOyMOuO4gThloHQBQ&bvm=bv.44770516,d.bGE&psig=AFQjCNEvYC-nhL8ra9N0yYsM58hmGNSVmQ&ust=1365403079164148
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Nitrogen produced on an installation now is mainly designed for few specific applications. 

Due to the size and that the generators are stationary, not all of the operations or applications 

can be served from one nitrogen generator. 

Figure 1.2 shows a Hamworthy Moss Nitrogen membrane generator for stationary use. This is 

only the generator without air compressor or nitrogen receiver vessels. 

An example where it is now more common to use nitrogen now is for inert gas. Earlier, CO2 

was generated to use as inert gas, resulting in high consumption of fossil fuel. Now a smaller 

and more effective nitrogen generator can be used for inert gas. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
Figure 1.2 - Hamworthy Nitrogen membrane generator for stationary use. [2] 
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1.2. Nitrogen Generators applications for oil and gas  
 

Oil installations 

 Instrument Panels 

 Gas Compression Seals 

 Degassing plant 

 Sump tank for oily water in the hazardous area  

 Hose outlet 

 Methanol tank 

 Expansion tank for coolant 

 Dry Bulk Transfer 

 Riser Tensioner 

 Heave Compensators 

 Inert gas 

BOP 

 Closure Devices 

 APV Bottle Filling 

Maintenance and modifications 

 Pressure testing  

 Pedestal Blanketing 

 Cementing Storage 

 Drive gas for pigs through pipelines. 

Drilling Support/LWI 

 Cementing operations 

 Completion operations 

 Maintain pressure in reservoirs 

 Well Clean Out 

 Gas Lift 

 Well fracking 
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1.3. Why produce nitrogen on-site. 

Dependent on purity, flow rate and a number of other considerations there are many options 

to supply nitrogen. Figure 1.3 indicates the optimal supply option when nitrogen is considered 

as an option. Indicate that membrane generators are optimal for use when the demand is from 

approx. 1-600 Nm
3
/h. and purity up to 97%. Also indicate when purity up to 99%, the 

membrane is optimal up to approx. 50 Nm
3
/h. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.3 - Chart that indicates the purpose of nitrogen supply referred to purity and flow. [3] 

 

1.4.  Offshore nitrogen production. 

Generally there are two ways to make on-site nitrogen.  

 PSA (Pressure Swing Absorption)  

 Nitrogen Membrane Generators.  

These generators are normally mounted on a stationary skid in the process area or in the 

utility area of the installation. Normal practice for stationary nitrogen generators is that they 

receive compressed air from “platform airline” or having an external compressor that supply 

compressed air. 
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Produced nitrogen is then supplied to the different users around the installation at low 

pressure in pipes. Figure 1.4 is showing a typical overview of a nitrogen membrane generator. 

 

Figure 1.4 - Overview of a nitrogen membrane generator [4]. 

 

Main Components: 

 Air compressor. Low pressure air compressor that can supply continually air to the 

generator. Air compressors are normally screw or piston compressors. 

 Air treatment system. Due to the specified cleanness of the inlet air to the nitrogen 

generator, filtration system is an essential part of the system. Water, oil and dust 

filtration is the main function for the air treatment. 

 Nitrogen membrane/PSA. Flow and purity of the specified nitrogen is the key factors 

for choosing between PSA or Membrane solution. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.5 - Main components of a Nitrogen membrane 
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1.5. Technology on todays marked. 
On the marked today there are many manufacturers and suppliers of nitrogen generators for 

the oil and gas industry. Common factors for these are that they are stationary module or 

container modules that are designed to generate as much nitrogen as possible from 50-5000 

Nm3/h per hour, normally with low pressure and then an external booster option. 

There are no suppliers that can supply a manual portable nitrogen unit that can generate 

nitrogen without air supply from the vessel/platform in Atex zone 1.  

The nearest that is on the markets that are compact and modern solution are nitrogen 

membranes in a prefixed cabinet, for permanent installation. These cabinets are “plug and 

play”, where they only need air supply and electrical power. But these are not for Atex zones. 

Figure 1.6 illustrates an NGM 2 unit from Atlas Copco that can with a design point of 24,1 

Nm
3
/h nitrogen. 

  

Figure 1.6 - NGM 2from Atlas Copco, weight of 268 kg. [5] 
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These are simple to installed and connect to existing nitrogen lines, but they are not mobile. 

Inlet pressure of 8 bar, generate an outlet nitrogen pressure of 6,5 bar(g).[5] 

 

Figure 1.7 - Illustrates how the NGM units can be installed. [5] 

Nearest portable nitrogen generator is units made for inflating tiers on commercial vehicles. 

An example for this is Branick 685 figure 1.8. These units are as the NGM modern in a 

cabinet and built as “plug and play”. Need compressed air and electrical power. This has a 

lower capacity NGM, but instead they are portable. Not qualified for oil and gas industry or 

installations. The capacity is form 2-30 Nm
3
/h @ 10 bar(g).[6] 

 

Figure 1.8 - Branick mobile nitrogen membrane for tiers. [6] 
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1.6.  Description 
Nitrogas As is a daughter company of E innovation is starting to develop a portable Nitrogen 

generator for use in Atex zone 1. 

E Innovation has for the time being a mobile air compressor that supply controlled breathing 

air in Atex Zone 1. This compressor is based on an electrical driven oil-free scroll 

compressor, air cooling arrangement from E innovation and air treatment package from 

Dunomick Hunter. These insure that the compressed air is according to ISO 8573.1.               

E-compressor is provided with online measurement of the quality of the air.   

Nitrogen generator will use some of the principles and components from the E compressor. 

Figure 1.9 is the electrical cabinets and interface on the E compressor. This telemetry and 

electrical components are something that can be implanted on a Nitrogen generator unit.  

 

Figure 1.9 – Electrical control cabinets on the breathing air compressor.[12] 

 

Figure 1.10 illustrates the drawing of the scroll compressor that is installed on the E 

compressor today. This compressor is delivering 400 l/min. New scroll compressor from 

Hitachi will have a capacity of 650 l/min.  
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Figure 1.10 - Scroll element on the breathing air compressor. 

1.7.  Objectives 
The objective for this master thesis will be to investigate the possibility of developing a 

suitable portable Nitrogen generator for use on offshore installation. The work will comprise 

defining the system functional requirements for such a unit. Several possible design solutions 

will be identified and then screen based on commercial and technical requirements. The 

overall objective will be to develop an easy to use "plug & play" unit utilizing only electrical 

power supply.  The thesis will not only cover the design of the processing equipment but also 

cover the design for the primary structure including lifting arrangement using 3-D modeling, 

calculations and analyzing.  A main challenge will be to fully understand the applicable 

standard regulation such a unit in an offshore environment.   

1.8. Organization of the work 
This chapter contains a brief introduction about nitrogen generators and existing products and 

solutions.  

Chapter 2 is a literature survey of existing nitrogen generators and the main functionality of 

these, and are discussed and evaluated to the specification of the nitrogen generator that 

Nitrogas will develop. 

In chapter 3 the design criteria for the Nitrogas nitrogen generator is presented. All main 

components is discussed. 

Chapter 4 is where the main components and system where configured for construction of 

prototype. 

In chapter 5 is where the primary structure of the frame and lifting arrangement is designed. 

Chapter 6 is the conclusion along with suggestions for further progress and work with the 

Nitrogas nitrogen generator. 
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2. Literature survey  
There are several manufacturers and suppliers of Nitrogen generators for use on oil 

installations. Common for this is that they are mounted stationary or in a container.  

But in the last few years there has been an huge development of nitrogen generators that are 

smaller, cabinet based and easy to integrate, but they are still stationary.  

2.1. Existing Nitrogen generators  

Figure 1.5.1 is a nitrogen membrane unit with external air compressor and air tank for 

production of onsite nitrogen in non-hazardous environment, from Atlas Copco. This is an 

example of how nitrogen generators are designed for easy installation and use.   

GENERON® IGS is one of the biggest companies of separation membrane technology for 

generating onsite nitrogen gas. They are delivering onsite production facilities for nitrogen 

production, also in Atex zone 1, but they are not portable and they require air supply. [7] 

 

Figure 2.1 - Containerized nitrogen membrane for use offshore from Genron.[7] 

Figure 2.2 is a picture of a Genron onsite nitrogen membrane generator with integrated air for 

marine used. Genron can also supply high pressure N2 booster to connect in series with the 
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nitrogen generators. I have not found any documentations of on this, but on the website, they 

claim that they have N2 boosters. 

 

Figure 2.2 - Genron Marine nitrogen membrane generator with integrated air compressors 

 

2.2.  High pressure nitrogen onsite  

As mention there are many types of applications on an oil installation where nitrogen is used, 

several of these applications require high pressure nitrogen. Majority of companies are 

currently using high pressure cylinders/bottle racks for these applications. The biggest 

problem is not being able to use all of the gas from the bottle racks. If you require 150 bar and 

are using 300 bar bottles you are sending back almost half of the unused nitrogen. A way to 

eliminate this problem is to incorporate high pressure nitrogen boosters in house. With an 

portable Nitrogen generator that are delivering pressure from 10-300 bar from produced on-

site nitrogen, it will not be necessary to send half full bottles back onshore. Also it is not 

necessary to have so many bottle racks for each job. [8] 

Other benefits for on-site nitrogen productions are: 

 Lower transport cost of nitrogen. 

 Nitrogen on-site when you need it. 

 Nitrogen production anywhere on the oil installation, also Atex zone 1. 

 Compact size, easy to use. 
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2.3. How nitrogen is produced on-site. 

 

Normal air consists of approx. 78% nitrogen, ca. 21% oxygen and about 1% noble gases.  

Generally there are two ways to make on-site nitrogen.  

 PSA (Pressure Swing Absorption)  

 Nitrogen Membrane Generators.  

Flow rates and purity will determine which technology is best suited for the application.  

The PSA method of gas separation can be used to separate Nitrogen. Compressed air fed 

through these absorbent materials, letting the desired elemental gas pass through.  

Common for both technologies is that compressed air quality into the nitrogen generators has 

to be compressed air quality, ISO8573-1:2010 class 1-4-1.Where the Particulate Class would 

be 1, the Water Class would be 4, and the Oil Class would be 1. Indicate that the oil and 

particles content are most important. 

Nitrogen quality is typical ISO8573-1:2010 class 1-2-1. 

PSA nitrogen generators are generally used in applications where the purity requirement is 

higher than 99.5% (0.5% O2 or below). [8] 

Nitrogen membrane generators work a little differently. The understanding behind nitrogen 

membrane generators is the different gases in the air will pass through cylindrical formed 

polymer film at different rates, due to the permeability for each gas. This polymer membrane 

separates nitrogen, a “slow gas”, from the faster gases, such as O2, Argon and other undesired 

product impurities.  

Membrane nitrogen generators are typically used in applications where the purity requirement 

is below 99.5% (0.5% O2 or higher). [8] 

 

These generators have proven to be efficient and very cost effective. Because the pressure off 

the outgoing nitrogen from the membrane is almost the same as the inlet compressed air 

pressure. (Small pressure drop over the membrane)Very little, if any, additional sources of air 

compression are required. 
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2.4. Nitrogen Membrane technology 

 Optimal purity range: 90% to 99.0% 

 Optimal flow rate: 1-600 Nm³/h 

 Startup time of 30-60 seconds 

 Compressed air inlet quality ISO8573-1:2010 class 1-4-1 

Nitrogen Membrane technology was developed by Dow Chemical Company in the mid 1980's 

using a hollow polymeric fiber. The first membranes were spiral wound, today’s technology 

use hollow fiber membranes. This allows the greatest possible surface area for gas separation 

in compact size. [9] 

Main components on a nitrogen generator are listed in figure 2.3. 

 

Figure 2.3 – Main components on a nitrogen membrane generator. 

 

 Air compressor. Typically screw or piston compressor. 

 Air treatment that separate water dust and particles down to ISO 8573.1 according to 

membrane manufacture requirements. 

 Nitrogen Membrane can be in serial or parallel with several membranes. According to 

the specific design criteria on flow and purity. 

 Air receivers, nitrogen goes into a tank receiver or straight to consumer. 
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The driving force for the exchange of gases is the partial pressure difference of the gases on 

either side of the membrane. Filtered compressed air up to 40 bar (g) is supplied into these 

small thin fiber tubes, the following occurs: [9] 

1. Carbon dioxide, oxygen and water vapor will easily through the thin walls of the tube 

because of the molecular size and are then directed to the vent in a safe area. 

 

2. The rest of the air is getting more and more enriched in nitrogen and need not easily 

leak out through the thin walls of the fibers.  While the oxygen is diffused to the 

outside, the nitrogen molecules remain in the hollow fiber. Due to the difference in 

partial pressures on the internal and external membrane surface, gas flow separation is 

achieved. Oxygen, water, CO2 and Argon is separated from the Nitrogen and nitrogen 

is flowing out of the center of membrane end.  

 

3. The nitrogen can also be passed through a vessel containing activated charcoal. The 

charcoal absorbs oxygen and then one will get out cleaner nitrogen. Or directly to a 

nitrogen receiver or consumer. Purity of the produced nitrogen may vary between 95% 

and 99.5%. Increased amount of membrane modules and treated air are needed for 

producing nitrogen at higher purity. 

 

Figure 2.4 - Illustrating the process inside the membrane [4] 

 

javascript:openpopup('../glossar_zentral/glossar_gesamt.html#Partialdruckgefaelle','Glossar','500','400','1','0')
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Figure 2.5- Illustrating the mechanical conception of an nitrogen membrane [4]  

Benefits: 

 Simple to use. Eliminates the need for nitrogen cylinders.  

 Continuously stable flow, purity and pressure. 

 Low maintenance. No moving parts.  

 Lightweight and compact.  

 Adjustable purity. Flow, temperature and pressure variables allow the membrane to 

generate up to 99.9% purity.  

 Robust membranes, which can withstand oil vapor as well as liquid water.  

 Typically lighter and smaller than PSA systems for production of 95% N2. 

 Very small systems require less engineering and may be slightly more affordable or 

similar to PSA. 

 

Figure 2.6- Parker Hifluxx N2 Nitrogen membrane sizes [10] 
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2.5. PSA (Pressure Swing Adsorption) N2 Technology 
 

The second type of on-site nitrogen is PSA (Pressure Swing Adsorption) Technology. 

Pressure Swing Adsorption (PSA) nitrogen generation technology is considered the mature 

technology and was developed in Europe in the early 1960's. [9]  

PSA generator is using a pressure swing dryer concept, using two container system containing 

carbon molecular sieve (CMS) to separate nitrogen gas from air by absorbing (adhering) the 

oxygen, CO2, and water molecules onto the surface of the CMS with pressurized clean air.  

 Range purity: 99% to 99.995% 

 Flow rate: 1-1000 Nm³/h 

 Startup time 30 minutes 

 Compressed inlet air quality, ISO8573-1:2010 class 1-4-1 

PSA nitrogen generators are generally used in applications where the purity requirement is 

higher than 99.5% (0.5% O2 or below).  

PSA technology is using two cylindrical formed containers that are filled with CMS. 

Compressed air flows from bottom of cylinder and through the CMS.  

Oxygen and other gases are preferentially adsorbed by the CMS, allowing nitrogen to pass 

through. After a pre-set time the on-line cylinder module, it will automatically switches to the 

regenerative mode, venting contaminants from the CMS.  

CMS differs from ordinary activated carbons as it has a much narrower range of pore 

openings. This allows small molecules such as O2 and Argon to penetrate the pores and 

separate from nitrogen molecules which are too large to enter the CMS. [11] 
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Figure 2.7 – Illustration of the Principle of a PSA sequence. [11] 

 

1. Air enters the air compressor C1 at 1 atm.  

2. Compression of the air to approx. 7 bar (g). S2 

3. Compressed air flow through the cooling stage and into the air filter(s). HT1 

4. Main valve V1 is operated. 

5. Valve V2 is opened. Compressed air is directed to one of the CMS tubes (absorber 1) 

at a specified time, approx. 2 minutes. Or by measuring the N2/Ar composition 

reaches desired purity. 

6. V2 closes, and the compressed air is feed into the other CMS tube (absorber 2). 

7. V3 open, absorber 2 is getting feed with compressed air until the N2/Ar composition 

reaches desired purity. 

8. Valve V6 on the top of the first absorber 1 opens and let the nitrogen flow to a storage 

tank. 

9. After the nitrogen is released to the storage tank, dump valve, V4 is opened at 

absorber 1 and it gets depressurized and O2 desorbs. 

10. Valve V3 on the absorber 2 is closed. And bottom valve V2 on absorber 1 is opened. 

11. Valve V2 on top of absorber 2 is opened and let the nitrogen flow to a storage tank. 

12. Stage 5 is repeated. 
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PSA are available in various applications and sizes, figure 2.8 is an NGP-15 generator from 

Atlas Copco that supply 15 Nm
3
/h and 99,5% purity with an air consumption of 54,3 Nm

3
/h. 

indicates an ANR (Air Nitrogen Ratio) of 3,62. [5] 

 

Figure 2.8- Picture of an Atlas Copco PSA generator. [5] 

 

Figure 2.9 – Illustration of Nitroswing generators from Genron [7] 

Each NITROSWING modular PSA nitrogen generator can easily be upgraded at any time 

simply by adding modules or by installing a so-called Dual-Bank in parallel without 

additional modifications. Figure 2.9 is a principle of this, 

A Dual-Bank is a PSA nitrogen generator identical to the standard NITROSWING, but 

without PLC and power supply, and which will be installed parallel to the standard generator. 

The Dual Bank will get its power and control signals from the NITROSWING through a 

single cable connection (master/slave principle). [7] 
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Benefits: 

 On-site production of Nitrogen at given flow. 

 High production flow at high purity. 

 Significantly more efficient than membrane technology when nitrogen purity exceeds 

99%. 

 PSA systems maintain much more capacity as purity requirement increases.  

 For most flow/purity requirements, PSA systems will typically have greater capacity 

than membrane systems of similar cost. 

 Replacement cost of CMS is less than ¼ of membrane technology at 95%. [10] 
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2.6. Pro and cons for membrane and PSA generators 
 

 

CONCERNS MEMBRANE PSA 

Flow, Purity, 

Pressure: 

Continuously stable flow, 

purity and pressure. 

 

Startup time of approx. 30 minutes. 

Fluctuations on the flow, pressure and 

purity during the production.  

Needs for Nitrogen receiver tank.  

 

 

Purity Range: Effective at purities up to 

99.9% (Max 0.1% O2). 

Effective at purities up to 99.999% 

(Max 10 ppm O2) 

Operating Cost: Slightly less efficient than 

PSA at purity a bow 99%. But 

comparable at purity below 

99%.  

Significantly more efficient than 

membrane technology when nitrogen 

purity exceeds 99%. 

Capacity vs. 

Purity: 

Capacity drops off 

significantly as purity 

requirement increases. 

PSA systems maintain much more 

capacity as purity requirement increases.  

Initial 

Investment: 

Small requirements for the 

system and engineering.  

Less components and size on 

purity below 99%. 

At high purity and flow, PSA systems 

will give more capacity for the same 

cost.  

But the total size on the system will be 

bigger. 

Water 

Sensitivity: 

Tolerates water liquid and 

vapor in the inlet air. 

Condensate will temporarily 

reduce capacity, until 

membrane dries.  

PSA Systems require dry air. Carbon 

Molecular Sieve (CMS) is sensitive to 

water in all forms and capacity will 

decrease temporarily if exposed, or 

possibly permanently. 

Oil Sensitivity: Field-proven, robust 

membranes, which can 

withstand oil vapor as well as 

liquid water.  

Contamination of CMS with oil causes 

permanent and irreversible decline in 

performance. 
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Table 2.1- Table of pros and cons for Membrane and PSA generator 

 

2.7. Discussion 
In the literature survey the most common membrane generators and PSA generators have been 

discussed. The result of the study is that the existing technology on nitrogen generators is getting 

more efficient and smaller. But the companies that are developing nitrogen units are not considering 

having any options with fully manual portable nitrogen unit.  

The manufactures and OIM that supply nitrogen generators with integrated air compressor are based 

on container or skid mounted solutions. 

A nitrogen membrane seems like the best option for Nitrogas portable nitrogen unit, due to size, 

purity of 95% and low flow. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CONCERNS 

 
MEMBRANE PSA 

Replace 

Membrane/CMS 

Higher cost of changing 

Membrane than CMS. 

Replacement cost of CMS is less than ¼ 

of membrane technology at 95%.  

Useable life: Low maintenance. No moving 

parts.  

Simple to use. 

Valves is opening and closing during the 

production. For Each cycle between the 

CMS, several valves have to open and 

close. 

Scheduled 

Maintenance: 

Replace air treatment filters 1-

2x per year. 

Replace air treatment filters 1-2x per 

year. 

Weight: Lighter and smaller than PSA 

systems for production of 95% 

N2. 

Heavier and bigger than membrane for 

production of 95% N2. May be lighter at 

higher flow and purity. 

Size: Typically smaller than PSA 

systems for production of 95% 

N2. 

Typically larger than membrane for 

production of 95% N2. May be smaller 

at higher flow and purity. 
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3. Design Criteria for the Nitrogen Generator 

The Nitrogen generator will be designed to deliver nitrogen from 200 l/min@ 5-8 bar (a) in 

ATEX zone 1. The system is mobile allowing the user to move the nitrogen generator by hand 

from location to location. 

3.1. Design criteria 

One of the fundamental design aspects was the size. A typical “portable” nitrogen generator is 

a 4te, 10ft container. Nitrogas goal is to design and produce a “trolley” that could deliver 

nitrogen @ 200-500 l/min and that could move on wheels by the hand of the operator and 

could easily be operated in all working areas including Atex zone 1.  

IKM was involved for information regarding the features that IKM wanted to have implanted 

in a portable nitrogen generator. 

 

Summary of design criteria: 

 Designed for Atex Zone 1 

 According to Directives and Harmonized Standards. 

 Designed for manual transport at deck. 

 Maximum weight of 400 kg. 

 Maximum width of 0,80 m. (door opening) 

 Producing minimum 200 Nl/min with Nitrogen @ 95 % purity. 

 Discharge pressure up to 2-8 bar (a). 

 Minimum discharge pressure 40-70 bar (a). (IKM) 

 

The design process was initialized and planning to adapt some of the components used on 

the E compressor, as scroll compressor, motor, filters etc. And then new components and 

parts will be searched for and applied to the nitrogen generator. The design phase is split 

into 6 main categories.  

 Dimension 

 Capacity 

 Electrical components 

 Air purification system 

 Air monitoring system 

 Mechanical components 
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All categories had common challenges to be in compliance with standards and regulations 

for the intended final product and specifications. All components had to be capable of 

delivering the capacity needed to operate the system and still be within the maximum weight 

of 400 kilos. 

3.2. Dimensions 

The generator was intended for use in all situations. This included moving through narrow 

spaces as elevators and doorways. To be able to enter cantilever decks, it was necessary to 

design the compressor with a maximum with of 800 mm, desired length of 1200mm and 

height of 1200mm. Preparation for internal lifting on an installation, by using a 4 part wire 

sling assembly and lifting points. 

3.3. Capacity 

The nitrogen generator will be designed to supply nitrogen of 200 l/min, pressure of 5-8 bar 

(g) and 95% purity. 

3.4. Electrical components and specifications 

Nitrogas is planning to use some of the components and control unit that has been designed 

by Oneco for E Innovation on the E Compressor. 

All components used in the construction have to be CE marked and in accordance to 

directives and applicable harmonized standards. (Atex) 

3.5. Air purification system 

The E Compressor is equipped with a complete air purification unit from Domnick Hunter. 

For production of Nitrogen, it’s essential that the filtration of the air entering to the Nitrogen 

membrane is free off particles and oil. 

Have to be according to ISO8573-1:2010 class 1-4-1, the international standard of 

compressed air quality. [10] 

Filtration of the compressed air will be according to specifications from nitrogen Membrane 

manufacture. 
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3.6. Air monitoring system 

At the air inlet the air has to sample to detect any traces of Methane CH4 gas. If any traces 

are read at the detectors the system is shut down before the air reaches the compressor unit. 

The second part of the monitoring system, constantly detects the following parameters of the 

produced nitrogen O2 (indicate the nitrogen content) and dew point. A pilot of air is led to a 

chamber that keeps a low overpressure and the air is sampled trough separate sensors. If the 

values come out of the acceptable range, settled by the standards, the operator will receive a 

light and sound warning and finally the system shuts down when the nitrogen quality is no 

longer acceptable. 

3.7. Mechanical components 

The selection of mechanical components will be based on well-known products that have 

been on the market in a variety of applications for years. All components and parts that will 

be used, has to have certification according to CE, machinery directive. 

 

As the main component of the Nitrogen generator will be the modification of the scroll 

element that are used in the E compressor. Hitachi oil free scroll has been on the market for 

many years and is seen as an effective air compressor in addition to its oil free properties.  

One of the challenges with the scroll compressor is the need for cooling of the compressed 

air. The installation of traditional cooling stages including fans, motors and control 

equipment, would have increased the total weight. Figure 3.1 is showing how E Innovation 

AS came up with solution to use the internal fans in both scroll compressor element and the 

electrical engine that powers the compressor, to cool down the compressed air through two 

air cooling radiators.  
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Figure 3.1 – Principle from E Innovation air cooling system. [12] 

 

3.8.  Directives and Harmonized Standards 
This is a list of several directives that can be involved during the design and production of 

the Nitrogen Generator. The main focus during the design will always be to comply with 

directives and applicable harmonized standards. 

  

Directives 

Nitrogen Generator has to be compliance with the following Directives: 

  

94/9/EC  Conforms to the Essential Health and Safety Requirements of 

   the Equipment in Explosive Atmospheres (ATEX) Directive. 

2006/42/EC  Conforms to the Essential Safety Requirements of the   

   Machinery Directive.    
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Harmonized Standards 

Nitrogen Generator has to be designed and manufactured to the relevant parts of the following 

harmonized standards: 

NORSOK R-002  Lifting equipment, Edition 2, September 2012 

DNV 2.7-3  Portable Offshore Units, May 2011 

NORSOK Z-015  Temporary equipment, nr 4, September 2012 

EN 12079-2:2006  Offshore containers and associated lifting sets  

EN 13463-1: 2009 (E)  Non – electrical equipment for use in potentially explosive  

   atmospheres Part 1: Basic methods and requirements. 

BS EN ISO 12100:2010 Safety of machinery - General principles for design – Risk assessment 

    and risk reduction 

EN 953:1997+A1:2009  Safety of machinery - Guards - General requirements for the design 

    and construction of fixed and movable guards 
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4. System design and components 
Literature survey and design criteria are the main fundament to start design of the system in 

early phase. System design is making the foundation and guidelines for the configuration of 

main basic components for construction of a portable nitrogen generator. List below is 

illustration the main components and sub-components are indicated in Figure 4.0. 

Appendix A.13 is system overview drawing (P&ID) for several solutions that has been 

designed and discussed during the system design phase.   

Main components in the nitrogen generator are listed as. 

 Frame. 

 Nitrogen Membrane. 

 Low pressure compressor with electrical motor. 

 High pressure compressor with electrical motor. 

 Air treatment components. 

 Atex Electrical Controller. 

 

 

Figure 4.1 – Main components and the sub- components on Nitrogas generator. 
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4.1.  Scroll compressor  
As mention in chapter 1, the construction of the nitrogen system was based on the E 

compressor.   

E compressor is based on a 3,7 KW scroll compressor from Compressor world, manufactured 

by Powerex,  with a capacity of 400 l/min and 8 bar (g).  Giving an proximally efficiency of, 

            
         

      
            

 

   
            

 

4.1.1. Hitachi scroll compressor 

Due to the air flow capacity on the E compressor, it was replaced by a 5, 5 KW Hitachi scroll 

compressor with a design capacity of 600 l/min and 8 bar (g). Figure 4.2 is P&ID based on the 

Hitachi scroll element.   

              
         

      
            

 

   
           

 

Figure 4.2 – P&ID of the Nitrogen generator based on scroll compressor. 
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The main difference on the Hitachi 5,5 KW scroll element and the old 3,7 KW scroll element 

from Compressor world,  figure 4.3. And Hitachi 5,5 kw scroll element in figure 4,4 is the 

size and that inlet air connections.  

Hitachi is overall bigger and has two inlet air connections, while Powerex compressor has one 

inlet air connection. 

 

Figure 4.3 – Powerex 3,7 KW scroll element from Compressor World  [14]    
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Figure 4.4 – Hitachi 5,5 KW scroll element . [Appendix 10] 

 

New parts had to be constructed and solutions for fitting the new scroll compressor to the E 

compressor unit. Figure 4.5 is a drawing of the Hitachi scroll compressor fitted at new motor 

base plate and modified 1.st cooler solution. Appendix A.10 is a 2D drawing and data sheet. 
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Figure 4.5 – Hitachi scroll compressor on motor base plate and 1.stg cooler. 

 

New parts had to be designed and some modifications had to be done to get the Hitachi scroll 

installed in the E Compressor unit. 

Appendix A.1 is an overview over new parts that were made for this application. 

Modification and new components and parts were made for install the Hitachi scroll element 

inside the E Compressor, shown in figure 4.3. All components like air inlet (green hoses) , 

discharge air hoses (purple), coolers, electrical motor arrangement etc. 

Test was carried out by E innovation and the Hitachi scroll element was delivering as 

designed 600 l/min@8 bar (g). But the air purification system on the E compressor makes is 

using approx. 150-200 l/min, resulted in an effective flow of 400-450 l/min into the 

membranes.  
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Figure 4.6 – Hitachi compressor mounted in the E compressor unit.  

4.1.2. Conclusion scroll compressor 

Conclusion after test of scroll and specification on membrane from suppliers and datasheets 

from several membrane generators manufactures it was clear that the design specification on 

the rated nitrogen flow was not achievable with the Hitachi scroll element. This would give a 

nitrogen production of approx. 150 l/min. 

Conclusion was drawn and scroll element had too little capacity. Hitachi will in 2014 

introduce a new scroll with capacity of 800 l/min. This can be an option during developing on 

different mobile nitrogen generators. 

Note; Hitachi 5,5 KW scroll have now been installed in 10 E compressors used on the UK oil 

sector. 

4.2. Alternative low pressure compressor 

Due to the conclusion that the scroll element has to little capacity, other types of compressor 

elements had to be consider.  

There are several types of air compressors that can be used. 

 Piston compressor 

 Scroll compressor 

 Screw compressor 

 Vane compressor 
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4.2.1. Piston Air Compressors 

Piston air compressor is typically used in applications that require small capacity, up to 

around 1000 l/min. Figure 4.7 shows the concept of a piston compressor. 

Piston compressors are positive displacement compressors, same flow at different pressures.  

This means that the air flow is not depending on the discharge pressure, the pressure can  rise 

higher than design pressure if the piston compressor is running against “Dead Head” or closed 

discharge. So to prevent that the compressor is running over the design pressure and not get 

damage, the compressor has a safety valve on the discharge side, that open at maximum 

design pressure.  

Normally the electrical motor will stop before this, due to a signal from a pressure indicator. 

Good reliability and durability on this compressors. 

Oil lubricated parts. 

 

 

Figure 4.7 – Concept of a 4 piston compressor with V-block [8] 
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4.2.2. Screw Compressors 

Screw compressors are the most common on compressor system with large capacity, up to 

100 m
3
/h.  Oil are used to seal and lubricate between the screws, this means that there are lots 

of oil that have to be removed from the compressed air. Higher specifications to remove the 

oil content in the air than on the scroll and piston compressors.  

But it is now also possible with water injected on the high capacity elements, from 5,0 m
3
/h , 

so it’s not relevant for the Nitrogen generator at the moment. 

Most of the screw compressors has many control options, so it can be designed for variable 

speed, no-load operations, mechanical regulating of flow. This means that the screw 

compressor can be very energy efficient. 

Screw compressor is positive displacement, same as piston compressor, but since the screw 

compressor can have an internal regulator, the pressure can be adjusted according to the 

design of the system.  

 

Figure 4.8 – Screw compressor design. [8] 
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4.2.3. Vane Compressors 

Vane compressors are not so frequently used as the other compressors. But has a growing 

marked. Capacity is up to around 15 m3/h, and 75KW, so this can be used high capacity 

systems.  

Oil lubricated with internal oil separating, and internal regulating of the air flow. [15] 

Figure 4.9 is showing the principle of a vane compressor. 

 

Figure 4.9 – Illustration of the vane compressor concept. [15] 
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4.2.4. Selection Low pressure compressor 

For the Nitrogas nitrogen generator unit, the main focus for selection of a compressor type is 

that it’s compact, good capacity according to size and easy to install.  

Air capacity/flow from the compressor is according to FAD (Free Air Delivery). FAD is the 

actual quantity of compressed air at the discharge of the compressor. The units for FAD are 

CFM in the imperial system and l/min in the SI system. The units are measured according the 

ambient inlet standard conditions ISO 1217 - 1 bar (abs) and 20
o
C. 

Note:  

One important parameter that are different from the scroll compressor and the rest of the oil 

lubricated compressors, Is that since there is no oil content in the air from the scroll, there is 

more “free” Ozen in the air from the scroll, The ozen at the oil lubricated compressor are 

being “capture” and mixed with the oil. 

Ozen in the air has to be roved, this result that the purification unit for the air has to be almost 

the same as for the other oil lubricated compressor. Nitrogen membrane has a small tolerance 

on the ozen content in the air, because the polymer fibers in the membrane will get damaged 

by the ozen. 

Pros and Cons for the different types of LP compressor for the Nitrogas application. 

Scope Piston Scroll Screw Vane 

Size 1 3 5 3 

Capacity 1 3 5 3 

Noise 2 3 4 4 

Heat generating 4 2 4 4 

Availability 5 3 4 3 

Reliability 5 3 4 3 

Durability 4 3 5 4 

Air quality 3 5 3 4 

Total Score 25 25 34 28 

Table 4.1 – Table of Pro & cons for selection of compressor type. 
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Out from the study and the design criteria in chapter 3.0 a screw compressor element is the 

best solution for the Nitrogas nitrogen Generator. 

Screw compressor for the prototype is from Fini compressors in Italia, they have several 

compressor elements that were offered. And there was not a problem to only buy compressor 

block and main components.  

Fini has a nice compressor solution on the FSC 50-11 KW, where the electrical motor is 

connected directly on the screw compressor. Figure 4.10 is a 3D model of this solution. 

 

Figure 4.10 - 3D model of the Fini FSC 50 11KW 

Fini Compressors screw element FS 26 TF5,5 – 15 KW  and FSC 50-11KW screw 

compressors will be good alternatives. See Appendix A.2. 

For the Nitrogas Nitrogen generator prototype, the FSC 50-11KW has been ordered. 

FSC 50 has an capacity at 1750 l/min @ 8 bar(g). FAD. 

           
         

      
            

 

   
           

References from chapter 4.1.1, the screw compressor has a better efficiency then scroll 

compressor on the air capacity per kwh.  
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4.2.5. LP compressor electrical motor 

Fini is delivering the compressor with an integrated 11 KW electrical motor. This will work 

as a test motor on the prototype. 

After a test of the prototype, decisions regarding motor alternative, speed regulating etc. Since 

Nitrogas nitrogen generator will be designed for Atex zone 1, new motor has to be according 

to these specifications. 

 

4.3. High pressure and low pressure generator 

Due to information and request from IKM , the design criteria for discharge pressure was set 

to 40-70 bar (g), because IKM need 40-70 bar (g) inlet pressure for an air driven booster, 

figure 4.10. IKM use this for high pressure testing with nitrogen, boost pressure up to 980 bar.  

 

Figure 4.11 – Air driven high pressure booster that IKM use. 

Production of nitrogen is done with air pressure at 5-14 bar (g), this means that if discharge 

pressure at 40-70 bar nitrogen from the Nitrogas generator, an additional compressor has to be 

installed to the unit.  
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Research of additional high pressure compressor resulted in that it was possible to get 

compressors for 100 bar discharge, but the size was almost the same as a high pressure 

compressor with 300-350 bar discharge pressure. 

This means that to make the nitrogen generator as convenient as possible, it will be designed 

with one low pressure compressor and high pressure compressor. 

Low pressure compressor has to have at least 3 times the flow capacity as high pressure 

compressor, due to the use of air during production of nitrogen. 

Low pressure compressor will supply air for nitrogen production and deliver nitrogen at 2-8 

bar (g). Electric driven high pressure compressor/booster will be able to pressurize nitrogen to 

300-350 bar (g). Figure 4.12 is illustrating the P&ID for this solution, where the HP 

compression is marked with red circle. 

 

 

Figure 4.12 – P&ID for low and high pressure nitrogen generator. 
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Combined nitrogen generator with integrated post compressor that can give a discharge 

pressure of 300 bar (g), will give a much wider user applications.  

When integrating an HP compressor unit to the nitrogen gen generator unit, there will be a 

good option to install a small 6 liter HP bottle (300 bar) as an accumulator on the discharge 

line of the HP compressor.   

6 liter @ 300 bar, will give an buffer time of approx. 4 minutes from 300 bar to 100 bar. 

This will help the HP compressor for a more smother operation. As indicated in figure 4.13. 

 

 

Figure 4.13 – Integrated 6 liter HP bottle. 
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4.3.1. Selection of high pressure Compressor 

For compression of nitrogen up to 300 bar (g), there is only piston compressor that are 

convenient to use. 

High pressure piston compressor/booster can be driven by: 

 Electrical motor 

 Engine motor 

 Hydraulic motor  

 Air driven  

Two of this was considered for the nitrogen generator. 

Air driven booster pump: 

Air driven booster pumps has been on the marked for long time, it’s well proven technology. 

Since the pump is driven by air it is ideal for hazardous areas like Atex zone 1. 

Advantages: 

 Oil Free 

 No electrical use 

 Ideal for Atex zone 1 

 High pressure up to 1000 bar (g) 

Disadvantages for this configuration are: 

 Need for external compressed air. 

 Limited capacity 

 Big in size. 
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Figure 4.14 – Picture of an air driven HP booster. [16] 

Electrical driven HP piston compressor. 

Electrical HP piston compressor have been on the marked for long time, and there are several 

manufactures. These compressors are piston compressor with normally a W-block 

configuration, with normally 3-4 stage compression.  Figure 4.14 is an illustration of a Bauer 

compressor block. 

 

Figure 4.15 – Bauer IK100/120 HP air compressor block. [17]. 
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Advantages: 

 Electrical 

 Noise 

 Capacity 

Disadvantages for this configuration are: 

 Have to do an Atex certification  

 Oil lubricated 

 Filtration of nitrogen. 

 

There are many manufactures of high pressure piston compressors 

 Nardi 

 Bauer 

 Hertz 

 Rewell 

 Maximator 

 Comp Air 

All of this can deliver high pressure compressor systems, but only Bauer have a high pressure 

booster that can operate with inlet air pressure at 5-11 bar(g). Bauer MV- GIB series has an 

booster compressor block that can take inlet pressure from 5-11 bar (g) and flow from 200-

475 l/min [17].  

There is one problem with this compressor block from Bauer that is that it is not possible to 

buy it from Bauer. So this means that some other suppliers have to be considered. If this 

booster had been an option, the pressure reduction regulator position 20 in figure 4.16 could 

have been removed. Result in a little more simplified version of the system and more 

efficiency. Since you don’t need to take the pressure up again from 0, 5 bar, but continue from 

LP compressors discharge pressure. 
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Figure 4.16 – P&ID of the HP system with a Bauer booster compressor. 

The selection was an compressor block from Nardi compressors, that are an normal HP block 

that need  an  inlet pressure of maximum 0,5 bar. 

The compressor block is from a breathing air HP bottle generator, Pacific E series, giving a 

pressure up to 300 bar (g) and flow of 300 l/min. [18]. See appendix A.3. 
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Figure 4.17 – 3D model of Pacific 300 compressor block from Nardi.[18] 

 

Conclusion for selection of HP compressor: 

Since the Nitrogas nitrogen generator is based on electrical driven components. An electrical 

HP compressor is the best alternative. The philosophy of Nitrogas mobile generator is that 

you only need to plug it to an electrical line.  

If an air driven booster had been used, you also need an air supply to unit. This will not fulfill 

the design criteria that were settled. 

Future work on the HP compressor is to get a designed HP booster that can take an inlet 

pressure of 6-8 bar, so it will not be necessary to waste energy to take the pressure up again 

from0, 5 bar, but continue from LP compressors discharge pressure. 

4.3.2. HP compressor electrical motor 

HP compressor from Nardi requires a 5,5KW motor for the operation. E Innovation is using 

an 5,5 KW motor from Rael that are Atex certified. For testing of the prototype, a motor from 

E innovation is supplied. 

4.3.3. HP filter  

Parker that is supplying the membrane and the filter systems for the air purification system 

has recommended that an HP filter from Parker.  

Parker G03/350-G07/350 is inside our specifications regarding pressure and flow and will be 

delivered by Hillevåg Elektro Diesel. 
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Figure 4.18 – HP filter form Parker. 

4.3.4. Features on HP nitrogen generator 

Designing and configuration of many components that has to be integrated into one complied 

and well function system is giving some opportunities to think “outside the box”. So this 

configuration in figure 4.19 is showing that when configuration is that can HP booster 

compressor and LP compressor can be integrated together with the same electrical motor.  

This means that LP compressor and HP booster has to be tuned together. 

 

Figure 4.19 – P&ID for integrated LP an HP on common electrical motor. 
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4.4. Nitrogen Membrane 
There are 3 main suppliers of Nitrogen Membranes that we can use for this application. 

 PARKER 

 GENERON® IGS  

 INMATEC.  

PARKER 

Parker is a big Global company that is supplying lots of components and equipment to the 

global Industry. Parker has stationary Nitrogen Membrane Generator that is designed for 

operations in non-classified areas. [10] 

INMATEC 

Inmatec is a German based company that is making Nitrogen and Oxygen generators for the 

global industry and oil and gas industry, also Atex classified. But they only make the 

membrane unit, without air supply. [19] 

IGS  

Nitrogen Membrane Generators - The Nitrogen Generators utilize the Genron IGS 

membranes produced in the Company’s own manufacturing facility in Pittsburg, California. 

Systems supplied with the Company’s Membranes are assured the highest operating 

efficiency on the market. [7] 

 

All three companies were contacted, but only Parker was willing to sell separate nitrogen 

membranes for this project. Hillevåg Elektro Diesel was an OEM for Parker here in 

Stavanger.  
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4.4.1.  Parker ST708 Nitrogen Membrane  

Parker came up with a new Nitrogen membrane that was ideal for our project. This was based 

on Parkers own Hifluxx N2 membranes, but more compact. See appendix A.4. 

Model ST708 is designed to operate from 5-12 bar (g), but Parker recommended to use 6-8 

bar feed pressure of the air.   

 

Figure 4.20 – Parker ST708 nitrogen membrane [10] 

 

According to Parker, this will give us an ANR (air Nitrogen Ration) 2, 5  

    
               

                    
      

Designed and recommended inlet flow on one ST708 that we will use is 500 l/min. 
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Correction factor for Nitrogen capacity: 

Inlet pressure Bar (g) 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Correction factor 1 1,1 1,2 1,4 1,6 1,9 2,1  

Table 4.2 – Correction factor on the nitrogen capacity 

Parker is recommending to use 6-8 bar (g) inlet pressure on the membrane, this means that 

if we adjust the pressure to 8 bar, the nitrogen flow will increase to 1,2 of the design. 

                        
               

   
            

   

    
               

                                
 

   
              

There is a correction factor for the inlet temperature also, but it is minor difference from 

design temperature at 20°C up to 40°C. Parker indicates a correction factor of 1, 1 at 40°C. 

The inlet air temperature is also variation of the ambient temperature, so I decide not to use 

this correction factor, due to the different ambient temperatures that the generator can operate 

in. 

According to the information from Parker regarding correction factor, we can calculate 240 

l/min N2 from each membrane unit and compressed air consumption of 600 l/min. 

We need also to consider leak of air from the compressor trough filtration and water removal. 

CCF (Compressor Correction Factor) of Air request x 1,25. [20] 

As mention in chapter 4.2.4 Fini FSC 50-11KW scroll element has been ordered, this will 

give a flow at 1750 l/min @ 8 bar (g). CFF of 1,25 is than giving an available inlet flow of 

1400 l/min @ 8 bar (g).  
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4.4.2. Conclusion of Parker Membrane 

Considered all parameters, calculated N2 flow is than calculated to a design of 2 pcs of Parker 

ST708 membranes a 240 l/min. 

                     
               

   
 

    

    
           

This is inside the design criteria that is settle in chapter 3.0.  We can consider that the nitrogen 

production from this design will be 500-600 L/min at 8 bar (g) and 95% purity. 

4.5. Air purification system 
Parker and Hillevåg Elektro Diesel that are supplying the Nitrogen membrane made 

recommendation for filters and water removal components that can be used for air purification 

and to keep the air according to specification for the membrane. ISO8573-1:2010 class 1-4-1, 

the international standard of compressed air quality. See appendix A.5. 

 1 pcs Water separator, 1" : WS020EBFX 

 1 pcs Coarse filter, 1", 1µm : AO025EBFX 

 2 pcs Combination filters 1" 0,01 µm and Active coal filer : AC025EBFI 

 

4.6. Discussion for system design and components 
Calculations and configuration of components has been done according to recommendations, 

manufactures information and specifications. Different components have to be configured 

together and tested as a system according to P&ID NG-004 in figure 41.16. Building and 

testing with the prototype will give the best indications of the design and the configuration 

between the main components. 
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5. Frame. 
Frame for the Nitrogas nitrogen generator is planned to be constructed using Alloy steel 6082 – T6. 

This is a light but strong alloy with an yield strength of 310 MPa. Due the fact that the Nitrogas unit is 

designed for operation in Atex zone 1, use of material like Alloy is necessary due to non-sparking 

material in case of collision impact. 

Design criteria for the Frame size is that it has to be portable, fitted with wheels, possible for lifting 

and max wide of 800mm.  

Specifications on the designed frame 

 Lifting weight of 400 KG 

 Made ready for wheels 

 Width of 800mm 

 Length 1300 mm 

 Height of 950mm without wheels. 

5.1. Frame construction 
Main components in the frame are designed with a standard 30mm alloy square tube. Shown in 

figure 5.1 and figure 5.2.These components are making the fundament for the components and the 

strength on the frame. Appendix A.11 is sheet from supplier of this pipe. 

  

Figure 5.1 – Main Components of the structure of the frame. 
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Figure 5.2 – Section of a frame structure beam. 

The main structure on the frame is not design for applying all the components and the weight of the 

total unit during transport and lifting. The frame has to be design for integrating the components and 

for optimizing the design for lifting and weight. 

Different beams and reinforcement plates was designed and pad eye constructed for lifting 

operation. Padeye design and calculation is a critical part for the lifting operation and has to be 

according to relatives standards. Chapter 5.1 is handling the design and calculations for the lifting 

arrangement. Figure 5.4 is showing the design of the padeye. 

Frame has been reinforced for handling lifting operations and portable but is not completely done for 

integrating the main components. 

 

Figure 5.3 - Primary structure for the Nitrogen unit. 
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Figure 5.4 – Lifting padeye design for the frame. 

Future work on the frame will be to continue the work to integrate components to the frame and 

solutions around this. Figure 5.5 & 5.6 is showing the main components inside the frame. This is done 

for getting an good overview of the size on each components and the opportunity to fit all 

components inside the frame design. 

 

Figure 5.5 – Main components integrated into the frame. 
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Figure 5.6 – Main components integrated in the frame design 

 

The frame size is now according to the design criteria, but there is room for making the frame longer 

and higher if it’s necessary for integrating all components. 

During the test of the prototype, there will probably be changed out many components, and new 

components has to be fitted to frame. 
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5.2. Lifting Pad eye analyze: 
 

Frame for the Nitrogen generator is constructed in aluminum 6082- T6. 

5.2.1. Design criteria for the strength of the frame: 

 Total weight of the unit 400 kg. 

 Lifting onshore and internally on an offshore installation. 

 Lifting points on all 4 corners for attachment for lifting accessories.  

Standards that are covering the design and lifting operation of the unit 

 Norsok  Standard R-002, Lifting equipment, edition 2, September 2012 

 DNV 2.7-3 Portable offshore units, May 2011. 

 Norsok Standard Z-015, Temporary equipment, nr 4, September 2012. 

 Machine Directiv 2006/42/EC  

Norsok R-002 is covering the design regarding lifting equipment on the Nitrogen Unit. 

Introduction of the Norsok R-002: 

The main purpose of NORSOK standard is to contribute to an acceptable level of safety for 

humans, the environment and material assets in the petroleum industry by giving technical 

requirements for lifting equipment.[13] 

This NORSOK standard is valid for technical requirements to lifting appliances and lifting 

accessories on all fixed and floating installations, mobile offshore units, barges and vessels, as 

well as on land based plants where petroleum activities are performed. This standard is also 

valid for material handling and the following equipment: [5] 

 Launching and recovery appliances for life saving equipment, with and without lifting 

function;  

 Means of connection and release systems that are integrated parts of life saving 

equipment, as well as their anchorage in the life saving equipment;  

 Portable units;  

 Foundations and suspensions for lifting appliances;  

 Lifts.  
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5.2.2. Lifting shackle configuration 

The Nitrogen generator will be design for onshore and internal lifting on an offshore 

installation.  

Norsok R-002 main purpose is to make standard (requirements) for the offshore industry to 

convert some of the remaining lifting equipment from ISO Grade 6 shackles to ISO Grade 8 

shackles.  So it will not be possible to mix this in the future. 

According to Norsok R-002, the unit is classified as Load Carrier R6 in annex C.  Annex C is 

refereeing to Annex C for Portable units. 

Annex F is referring the nitrogen unit is a Portable unit in group F3 and referring to DNV 2.7-

3 as unit type A. 

Further in Annex F it says: Requirements for fixed and detachable dedicated lifting points are 

given in Annex F, Group F5. [13] 

Norsok R-002 F.7, Group F5 Lifted objects: 

This group includes any loads not belonging to the other groups, which are not in themselves 

lifting equipment, but fitted with attachment points for lifting accessories for lifting onshore, 

internally on an offshore installation or between installation and vessel. Lifted objects also 

include objects with detachable transport skid/cradle. [13] 

Examples of lifted objects may be 

 Machines, components or equipment with fixed or detachable dedicated lifting points, 

 Modules or structures with lifting point for intended for lifting during installation, 

maintenance and decommissioning. 

Frame for the nitrogen generator is designed for lifting with an 4 part sling with an master link 

and top link. Figure 5.1.is an illustration of this from Norsok. 
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Figure 5.7 – Illustration of an 4 part sling that the frame is designed for[13]. 

 

According to Norsok R-002 F.7.2.4.4, the shackles and rings on the lifting equipment has to 

be EN 13889 ISO Grade 8. 

5.2.2.1. Conclusion regarding the Lifting Equipment: 

Design on the lifting pad eye is that it has to be designed for Grade 8 shackles.  

 

5.2.3. Design and calculation of lifting shackles and lifting pad eye. 

Design and calculations are according to Norsok R-002 and DNV 2.7-3 

Formula from Norsok is marked with red notation and has the same references as in Norsok. 

R-002. 
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5.2.3.1. Shackle calculation, according to Norsok R-002 

  

F.7.2.3.2  Working load limit (WLL)  (F1) 

          

WLL = weight of the lifted object W including weight contingency and excluding the lifting 

sling set  

W = estimated weight of the lifted object  

WCF = weight contingency factor as defined in the table F.2 from Norsok.  

From Table F.2.in Norsok R-002, WCF is 1,1 for this design. 

          

            

           

F.7.2.3.3 Centre of gravity (COG) envelope factor WCOG 

For a non-weighed objects or objects with a complex weight pattern:  

WCOG = 1,1 

F.7.2.3.4 Skew load factor (SKL) 

Single hook 4 point lift without spreader bar (statically indeterminate)  

SKL=1,25 

F.7.2.3.5  Dynamic amplifying factor (DAF) 

Standard dynamic amplifying factor to be used when designing lifted objects and their 

corresponding lifting accessories shall be: 

Onshore lifts and onboard lifts on fixed or floating installations:  

DAF = 1,5 for WLL ≤ 50 ton 
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F.7.2.3.7  Material resistance factor, ɣRm 

Shackle and rings (including master links):  

ƔRm = 1,8 

F.7.2.3.8  Design factor (DF) 

         

             

        

F.7.3.1  Lifting point load for 4 point lift. 

    
                      

         
 

  

    
                        

        
 

                 

F.7.3.2  Required shackle size 

Determination of required shackle: 

           
          

     
 

           
              

     
 

                  

           
          

             
 

      

 
          

Referring to Norsok, the shackles has to be EN 13889 Grade 8 

Shackles According to En 13889 Grade 8 starts at 2,0 ton. 
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5.3. Pad Eye design criteria and calculation. 
Ref; Norsok R-002 and DNV2.7-3 

Lifting pad eye has to be designed for a 2, 0 ton Grade 8 shackle. 

Gunnebo Lifting Artic Shackles No 856 Appendix A.6. 

Main Data on this shackle are: 

 Bolt Diameter d1:  16mm 

 Inside width at bolt, a: 21mm 

Design criteria for the Pad eye arrangement are from DNV 2.7-3 and Norsok R-002, appendix 

J. 

DNV2.7-3; 

3.8.4  Pad eye geometry requirements 

The outside radius of the pad eye main plate shall be no less than the diameter of the pin hole. 

The pad eye thickness at the hole shall not be less than 75% the inside width of a shackle 

suitable for the RSF of the pad eye. 

The pad eyehole diameter should be carefully selected to fit the shackle pin diameter. For 

strength purposes the difference in pad eyehole and pin diameter should be as small as 

possible, but shackle pin maximum diameter including tolerance should be considered in 

order to ensure that the pin will enter the hole. 

For pad eyes with significant (i.e. > 10%) out of plane loading, it is recommended that 

the shackle pin diameter is not less than 94% of the pad eye hole diameter. 
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Design of the lifting lug will be according to the illustration of figure J.6 in appendix J in 

Norsok R-002. [13] 

From DNV 2.7-3: 

Maximum pad eyehole diameter dh Max: 

             

                

              

 

 

 

 
Figure 5.8 - Norsok R-002 appendix J, formulas for padeye calculation and design  
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Nominal pad eyehole diameter, dh: 

          

             

           

 

Thickness of cheek plates, tc and pad eye tp: 

The pad eye thickness at the hole shall not be less than 75% the inside width of a shackle 

suitable for the RSF of the pad eye. [21] 

The DNV 2.7.3 is referring to pad eye without cheek plates. So the total width of the pad eye 

with cheek plates has to be more than 75% of shackle width, ws. 

Inside width on the shackle bolt section, ws= 21 mm 

(     )            

(     )              

(     )            

Thickness off pad eye with cheek plates, Norsok R-002, appendix J: 

 

                 

                     

                

This gives an opportunity to use standard 10 mm plate as pad eye.  

Future calculations will have tp=10 mm 
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Thickness off cheek plates tc, Norsok R-002, appendix J: 

 

                       

                             

                         

This indicate that the total thickness of pad eye and cheek plates have to be between 15,75 mm and 

18,9 mm.  

With a total thickness of 18,0mm,  tc will be: 

             

   
       

 
 

   
         

 
 

         

 

Radius on cheek plates, Rb Norsok R-002: 

 

                 

                           

                   

This indicate that radius Rb, on cheek plates have to be between 16,48mm and 24,72mm 

Gives opportunity to use Rb=18mm  

Future calculations will have Rb=18mm 
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Radius on Pad eye, R, Norsok R-002:  

        

           

         

 

Figure 5.9 – 3D model of the designed lifting pad eye.  

Lifting Pad eye was designed according to calculations and design criteria, see appendix 8 for 

drawings from this design.  Analyze from load simulation was carried out in chapter 5.4. 
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5.4. Simulation of lifting Padeye 
Simulation of load on lifting arrangement was carried out using a non-penetration contact 

between shackle pin and padeye.  WWL=440Kg 

 Lifting point load according to Norsok in chapter 5.2.3.1, formula F.7.3.1 

             

With an PLP of 211,6 kg, tension force on each sling will be  

           
   

     
 

        

     
          

Lifting point load according to symmetric load 

  

       
   

 
  

      

 
        

                 
      

     
 

      

     
          

4-part sling that will be used is has WWL=1500KG, calculation using these parameters: 

        
   

 
  

       

 
        

                 
       

     
 

      

     
        

Simulation was analyzed with and simulated force of 5300 N = 530 kg, since this was the 

“worst case” calculation.  

Figure 5.10 is illustrating the direction of load. Use of a 4 part sling with sling length and 

hook length according to calculations in Appendix A.9 indicate that the load is 45 degree 

angular from at the lifting point.  

The analysis of the lifting arrangement is setup as shown in figure 5.10, where 

A. is axial force to support shackle from moving 

B. is normal force support 
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C. is the tension of 5300 N 

 

Figure 5.10 – Indication of direction of load on lifting arrangement 

There was a problem to simulate this with the shackle attached due to problems with creating 

mesh points. Shackle was changed with a similar bolt that simulates the shackle. Figure 5.11. 
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Figure 5.11 – Simulation with similar bolt 

 

 

Figure 5.12 – Bounded conditions on the lifting arrangement  

Figure 5.12 is indicating that the lifting plate and padeye (green color) is bounded, meaning that it’s 

considered as one solid part (Simulating welding around the padeye). And the grey bolt is simulation 

the shackle bolt that is loos. 
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Figure 5.13 – Overall stress distribution of the analysis 

According to figure 5.13, the result shows overall stress distribution of the analysis. The result 

indicates that stress level is below the limit of 310 MPa. The highest stress levels are at 

approx. 70 MPa around the region marked with A and B. Figure 5.14 is showing an ISO 

clipped image, here are the stress areas above 31 MPa shown and listed according to the color 

bar. This indicates areas that are higher than 1/10 (31MPa/310MPa) of the yield strength, 

indication of a safety factor of 10. This shows that the stress is in the same region of A and B, 

but there is no contact through the whole material, only minor stress greater than safety factor 

of 10. This part is sufficiently dimensioned. 

A 

B 

A 
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Figure 5.14 – ISO clipped at 31 MPa SF=10 

Conclusion of the analysis is that the part is sufficiently dimensioned and retain a safety factor 

of SF=10. 

Datasheet of alloy 6082 T6 is in appendix 12. 
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6. Conclusion and further work 
 

6.1. Conclusion 

The challenge for this master thesis has been to investigate the possibility of developing a 

suitable portable Nitrogen generator for use on offshore installation. The work has comprised 

defining the system functional requirements and establishing design criteria for such a unit. 

Several possible design solutions have been identified and then screen based on commercial 

and technical requirements, as shown in appendix A.13.  

The overall objective has been to develop an easy to use "plug & play" unit, utilizing only 

electrical power supply to produce nitrogen from the surrounding atmosphere and to deliver 

the produced nitrogen at high pressure. This means that an air primary air compressor, 

nitrogen membrane and high pressure compressor have been integrated to one compact 

portable unit.  

Design criteria and component design has been designed to fulfill applicable regulations and 

standards for equipment in an offshore oil and gas environment. 

The thesis has covered the design of the processing equipment, where system solutions has 

been designed and individual components has been integrated.  

Primary structure has been designed including lifting arrangement, using 3-D modeling, 

calculations and analyzing.   

System design NG-003, with a separate LP compressor that are supplying the nitrogen 

membrane with air and then one HP compressor that can deliver pressure up to 300 bar (g) is 

the best solution. The prototype will be designed according to this and give a calculated N2 

production capacity of: 

 560 l/min @ 8 bar, 95 % purity 

Or  

 300 l/min @ 300 bar, 95% purity 

And  

 260 l/min @8 bar,  95% purity 

With a separate LP and HP compressor, Nitrogas nitrogen generator will be able to deliver LP 

nitrogen and HP nitrogen. This will give Nitrogas an advantage in the marked. 
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This thesis provides a solution for a system and components that can be integrated together 

and make the basic of a portable nitrogen generator for use in the oil and gas industry. 

All main components for the nitrogen generator prototype have been ordered and construction 

of this will start in July/August 2013. 

During the thesis I have used solid works for 3D modeling and analyze and Smart draw for 

system design. I have learned system design, project development, working with 3D modeling 

and analyzing and the technology about how nitrogen can be produced and the science around 

this. 

6.2. Future work 
The prototype test will give a good indication about the nitrogen production capacity on the 

generator. Designed with LP compressor capacity of 1750 l/min and calculated to give a 

nitrogen production of 560 l/min. with use of an 11 KW motor. 

Based on the test result, it will be easier to decide regulating methods for the LP motor and 

the challenges around the electrical configurations. 

There are three options for the LP motor: 

 Variable speed with an frequency converter. 

 2 speed motor (Dalhander)  

 Fixed speed.  

Future work that is not settled, is the electrical control system, this will be a challenge to get 

all components integrated into an Atex zone 1 configuration. 

Optimizing components and parts for configure it into the portable unit criteria.  
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A.1. New parts for the installation of Hitachi 5,5KW scroll compressor.  
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Part nr 300003 

 

Part nr: 300003 
Model name: Inlet filter back unit 

 

 

Part nr 300004 

 

Part nr: 300004 
Model name: Inlet filter front unit 
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Part nr 300001 

 

 

Part nr: 300001 
Model name: Motor/Scroll mounting plate  

 
 

 

Part nr 300002  

 

Part nr: 300002 
Model name: Inlet flange for compressor 
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Assambly nr 300080 

 

Part nr 300005 

 

 

Part nr: 300080 
Model name: New scroll assembly 

 

 

Part nr: 300005 
Model name: Beam for motorplate 300001 
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Part nr 100270 

 

Part nr 300007 

 

 

Part nr: 100270 
Model name: Inlet air hose crossover 

 

 

Part nr: 300007 
Model name: Midplate 
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Assembly nr 300014 

 

Part nr 300087 

 

Part nr: 300008, 300009, 300010, 300011, 300012, 300013 
Model name: 1st cooler assy 

 

 

Part nr: 300087 
Model name: Bracket for part nr 300014 
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 Part nr 300476 

 

Part nr 300276 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Part nr: 300476 
Model name: Lower Inlet air hose. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Part nr: 300276 
Model name: Upper Inlet air hose. 
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Part nr 300480 

 

Part nr 300486 

 

 

Part nr: 300480 
Model name: Scroll cover plate 

 

 

Part nr: 300486 
Model name: Back cover plate 
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Part nr 300487 

 

Part nr 300488 

 
Part nr: 300488 

Model name: Right side cover plate 

 

 

Part nr: 300488 
Model name: Left side cover plate 
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Part nr 300485 

 

 

Part nr 300489 

 

Part nr: 300485 
Model name: Top side cover plate 

 

 
Part nr: 300489 

Model name: Front side cover plate 
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A.2. Fini Compressor FSC 50 -11KW 
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Parts for an FSC 50 -11KW 
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Fini FS26 TF 5,5-15 KW 
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A.3. Nardi HP Compressor Pacific  
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A.4. Parker ST708 nitrogen membrane 
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A.5. Air purification filters from Parker 
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A.6. Gunnebo Artic shackle grade 8 
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A.7. Lifting padeye drawings 
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A.8. Main drawings for Frame 200013 
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A.9. Lifting calculations from excel worksheet [22] 
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A.10. Hitachi 5,5 KW scroll documentation 
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A.11. Primary structure component 30x30 mm square pipe catalog 
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A.12. Datasheet for Alloy 6082-T6 
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A.13. P&ID on system configuration 
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